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ELASTIC UAVE SCATTERING CALCULA~IOHS, THE BORN SERIE~ANO THE
14ATRIX+ARIATIONAL P E APPROX!?WT METHOD

P

J. E. Gubernatls and George A. Baker, Jr.
Theoretical Dlvlslon

Los Alamos National Laboratory
LOS ‘.lames,New f4exic0 07545

ABSTRACT

The matrix variational Pad@ approximoti and Its generalization to elastic uave scattering are dfs-
cussed, Predictions of the method for the scattering of d longitudinal plane wave are cmnpdred with the
exdct scattering fr~ spherical voids dnd inclusions. Its predictions are also compard to those of the
first four partial sums of the Born Series for the scatLered dmplitude. Generally, the fourth partial
sum and the variational reSLIltSCcnnparePOOrly with the exaCt reSIIltSfW ka< 2 if the SCatteM?7 is
strong, but compare well for kas 10 If the scatterer strength is at best modest. The breakdown of the
favorable comparisoriis traced to the divergence of the Born SerieS fo)”5trOng scatterers. It is also
demonstrated that by use of thz N-n~int Pdd@ apcwoxinkznta qood Comarisun with eMCt re”.tiltscan be
obtained for all sc~tterer strengths.

INTRODUCTION

This is a preliminary report on the applica-
tion of the Lippmann-Schwingervariational pr~nci-
ple to the scattering of elastic waves from voids
and inclusions.i This particular variational prin-
ciple has the ativan:ageof bring fomulated in
terns of the scattering metrix and hence d!rec”.ly
gi,,ingthe ph~sical quantities of experimental
interest. The trial functions used ii!this appli-
cation of the variational principle ●now the sta-
tionary value of the variational form to be ex-
pressed in a compact block-matrix form with the
block-matrix @laments corresponding to terns in the
Born-Newdnn series solution to tho integral equa-
tion of scattering.

CWr pri?cipal Mtivation for uzing the varia-
tional approach is to develop a method for treating
the scattering of elastic waves from c~lexly-
shaped defects when the wavelength of the incident
wave is comparable to the size of the defect. Pre-
sent methods, like the ei ?nfunction expansion

‘(methods,a-$ are for pract cal reasons limitsd to
axially-symmetricdefects.

Below we sum.arize some exact results frm the
integral equation approach to scattering theory,
Then we discuss variou$ approximations: partial
swmations of the Born Series, the matrix Padd
approximant of the Born $arias, and Lippmann-
Schwinger variational approach, Nent, to help
underspend why comparisons of tho approximations
with exact results for sphericnl tifects fail for
.~trongscattarars, we investigatethe singularity
structure of the Born Series, find nwerous tinCu-
larities that cause the Born series to diverge, and
demonstrate tha effectiveness of tho N-point Padd
approximant, as npposed the btandard Pad4 approzi-
mant, for analytically continuing the Born Serfes
into a convergent recult,

EXACT RESULTS

The inteural equation describing the scattar-
In of w elastic wava from voids and Inclucionb
is1

u,(+) ❑ r “’”:’)vJk(F’)uk(+’) , (1)u~(;) + z d;’fjf,(r,l

where u~(;) is the incident wave, 1
Green’s function, and v (r) descrW%:v;:d%
inclusion, If the voidjbr inci”r{on is embedded in
an unbounded, isotropic nedfm, thel,

Qi,(;,;’) =

●

wit>

(2)

R =1;-;’1 ,

and o and # ●qual to the longitudi,laland tranr
verse uavenwbers. We also have that

Vij(;) =
[

~ e(i) *@2e(~)6ij ● 6cikjl~Xk
1

(3)

with 6P and OC .
i

equal to the density and stiff-
ness different ~%etwoen the flaw and host aatarial
and with

\ 1, for ; inside the defect
t)(;)=

I OS othemise
(4)

The paramefrrp ih the dentity of the host material,
andw is the circular frtquency of tho incident
wave. For later use. we inserted the dimension-
less

foln

Ui -

with

A{ =

B, ~

pmamter z. For actual dafectt, z ■ l.-

In the far-?iald the solution to (1) has the

the ccatterad mplltudes given by

‘ipJf@ ‘

(6,, 0 P,PJ)f,(B) ,

and the f-vector defined by

(5a)

(bb)



m

where ~ = k? and ? is the direction of scatterin~.

The quan~.ityof experimental interest is the
differential cross-section. If the incident wave
is a plane wave of the form

(7)

then the differentialcross-cection for the longi-
turlfnalcomponent of the scattering is

2
$!=l$ .

(E-)

There is an alternate integral ?quation ap-
proach to the scattering that Is formulated in
terms of the scattered amplitudes.”s If b~th
sides ~f (1) were operate! on by z exp(-ikor)v .(;)
and then integrated over r, it follows from (6~J
that (1) is nonequivalent to

(9

H -41.; 1
● z d; d~’e ‘l\u (;’)v. (;)gjk(;,~’)vjk(r . ~ j ,lj

so with the dvfinftions

f,(k) & lij(l,i’’)dj (:0)

(11)

equation (9) becomesa

lij(~;~o) c ZVij(~O~o)

~

(12)

+ z d~vlk(~,6)GU(6)Tgj(iik0) ,

where z = 1 IOP full strength.

lhe matrix function li (~lko) has the follow-
ing simple relatien to tha ~caLtered ~mplitudetn

Ai ❑ pipJTJL(~,~O)dk/4n(A+2p) , (13a)

T (t,iO)dk/4np ,B, = (6i,-Pi Pj),k

tij(~,iio)= 16~,2-6p(?i.tO)]Li;-6Akik;-6pk;kj, (15)

and the shape fa:tor

S(i,iio)=
J

d+%(;:)ei(to-t)”; . (lb)

Several add”.tlonal definitions and equations
will prove useful. Firs:, ifw$ use (9) for inci-
dent wave and if we define Uij(r) by

Ui(;) = Uij(;)dj , (17)

then we can rewrite (1) as

uil(~) = U:P(;) + z/&g. (;,;’)Vlj jk(;’)uu(;’) ,

(18)
where

U:l(;) = Pi#T’)l,ili”.; lJo\.--#

and

Pig(lo) ❑ k;k; ,

if the incident wave is longitudinal anti

Pil(lO) = b,l-k:k; ,

if the incident wave is transverse.

Also, we note that the specific formula for
the scattering matrix is now

J

.
Tik(t,ko) = z ij;u-f~’rvij(;)ujk(;) (20)

APPROXIMATIONS

lhe Born Series - A formal solution to the integral
equation for he scattering matrix can be cbtained
by iteratiq the equation to produce what {s ollel)
called the Born-Neumann serfes. If only the first
t@rm in this serfes is used (i.e., no iterations
artiperformed), then the resultin~ approximation
is called the first Born approximation. The first
Born approximation to (12) corresponds to~

Tlj(i;io) =zvf$’k;to) , (21)

If the firkt two terms of the horn-Neumann
series are kept (I.e., one iteration {s performed),
then the approximation is called the second Born
approximation. For (12) tho second Corn approxima-
tion corresponds to

lij(k,~o)~tl~~)(~;~n) + ZzT(f)(t;to) . (??)

where

T~~)(k,kO) = VIJ(t,kO) , (23a)



‘v) .‘(d,to)t~j(q)
(23b)

(l)and T(2) ~re called theThe matrix functions T.
first and second Born ~~rms. 1’

The IM/N] Matrix Pad4 Approximation - ‘f ~(z) is a
matrix function of x and

~(Z) =F(0) + F(l)Z + F(2)zz +. . . (24)

1: -
then the lM/N matrix Padd approximation to ~(x)
is defined by

-1 (25a)FI”/N](z) =~t;(Z)(JN(Z) ,

where

~(z) G1(z) - ~(z) =tiri’N*l) . (25b)

(For compactness, we now denote matrices by under-
lined, capital Roman letters. Below, all i%dtrices
representing physical quantities are 3x3.)

Specifically, from (M; and (20),

(l)(i,to)[~(l)(k,to)T[l’ll(~,tO) = z]

-zT(2)(~,k0)] ~-1 (l)(~,~o) . (26)

Hence, If the first two terms of the fhrn series
are known, It is a trivial procedure to evaluate
the 11/1] matrix Padd approximant. The result may
be a better approximation than qlven by the second
Borr approximation.

Technically, the deflnit{on (21) is of a rj~ht-
handed matrix Padti ‘proximant. If P (x) and

!
~x)

are inturchanqed,then a left-handed%trlz Pa g
appruximant is defined. The dlffercnt definitions
can be shown to give equivalent answrs, but the
Separate numerators tnd denominators arw not neces-
sarily thu same,

Clearly, if~(;j and Q(;) are exact, the above is
an exact expression for the scattering matrix. The
expression also ha~ the fea#ure that considered as
a functional of W(r) and ~(r) it is stationary with
re~pect to ~ndep~ndent and arbftrdry variations of
~(r) and U(r) about their exact values. When USt?d
dS a vari~tional form, the expression is a general-
ization to elastic wave scattering of the Lippmann-
Schwinger variational principle.’’lllidid

Th@ge are magy ways to choose tF.etrial func-
tions ~(r) and U(r). We choose the first N terms
of the Born Ser~es for equatil’ns(18) and (27) as
the basis states,

(29a)

(29b)

When (28) is IIIdde stationary with respect to these
choices,

ai =bi ,

and

r 1 1

-1
@,k O)=Zfl) ‘r~(l)-z~(z) . ..l(N) -Z1(N+N

IT

.

.

;(N) I ,(N1.ZT(N*l),,l(2N).Z1(W
‘J --

(1)

[1

~m..
,(N)

where -

,

, i =CI,....2N .

J

(30a)

(30b)

InlfN= 1, then (30) clearly reduces to (26).
fleilcrdl,(30) is the lN/Nl matrix Padd approxlma?t
to the Nth Bor,lapproxlmotlon to the tcattorad
amplltude,’a”~

(tquat!on (30) is a block-matrlx equation: Matrix
multi~licatlon it done by the rule of block-matrix
multlpllcatibn, The tranbpose
block elements and not on tha
coaprlbing those elements,)

RESULTS

operation is on
ndiv{dual aatricet

was to compare the
ational Padd approx-
or snh~rical voids

%!#w Yww:p::;
irnantwtth exact calculations
and inclusions,ln For calculations”reportad ha;~,
our trial w~ve function had N ■ 2; thus, to find
tht scattered hmplitudm b tht Padd Mthod, w had

ito obtain the first, fo~r orn terms, The calcu-
lat.iollof these terms irvolves complicated, multi-
dimensional, nJmericdl intpgrhtions, For our



“proof-of-concept”analysis, we rhose a simpler
path and calculated the required tQrms in the Born
series if,the following manner: !n the exact cal-
culation of the scatterilJ from sph(rical inclu-
sions, instead of specifying the il?-:lusionby A’,
p’, dna p’ (the values of an actua; defect), we
specifi?d the inclusion as a functinn of z by

A(z) = ~+ z (AI-A) ,
p(z) = @ + z (p’-:)
p(z)= p+ z (p’-p) :

‘a”henz = 1, we are t’luscalculating the scattering
from the actual defect. Sfnce the inclll-ionis now
a function of z, r.oare the scattered a!iolitudcs.
Also, since the Corn series for the scatteriti~is
Siwly a Power series about z = 0, that is,

(1)+ 221(2) + . . . ,~(z) = z~ -

where

(2) 1 d2T
~

——
= 2! dz2

,

,
2=0

then by computing the scattering from the exact
equations as a function of z and numerically
differentiating the results, we were able to ob-
tain the first four terms of the Born series.

++ ● ☛

00 m a a-o ao

Besides using z as an expansic: parameter, we
also use it as a measure of the stl :ngtjiof the
scatterer. For O <Z < 1, the incl,;ior,.while not
corresponding to the actua! defec! do~> correspond
to a mathematically realizable in. usi,,nweaker
than the actual defect, (z = O c, re$;,ondsto no
defect.) Thus, by varying z, we .-e ~ble to study
the scattering as a function of t ,.““,trengthof
the scatterer.”

In Fig. 1 we shouone of ou corrparisons,the
12/2] Pad4 approxfmant versus tl. exact scattering.
The incident wave is a longitud’ .1 i:lanewave;
A’ = O so when z = 1; the defec” ~s .!void; the

~:s;,::g:ia’ ‘s “3N4~
and onl. fortiardscattering

For z = 0.2 a;~d0.5 the a~,.w;.ti~tbetween the
aPPr:XimatiGn and the exact r~ :t’ is striking
over a large range of ka, but lr ,“= 1 the agree-
ment i’;restricted to ka ~ 1. W. also find that
the fourth Born approximation .Ive.only slightly
less satisfactory results an{”.hal the third Born
approximation gives only slic”!y less satisfactory
results than the fourth Born .p!.xlmation. Except
for small ka, or small z, tlv ‘,econdBorn approx!-
mat{on {s inad,?quat,e.The f st i~ornapproximation
is identically zero.

From Fig. 1 and calcu!a” ons at other values
of Z, we find that the firi. ‘y ,..fthe Padd approxi-
mant appears correlated to LIIra~parent convercJence
of the four tem Born serie T’:isobservat{o~
sl-ggeststhat i{ the Born s. ies conver!jesfor z

w
+’

~
.

/’

f-’-+’
f“+=-=-

,
I no ,,0

,
&o a.o

korig, 1 Thematrlx Pad~ a~proximant (points) COH-
parcd to thn @nact fo,ward scattarfng (sul~d Flu. 2 TIN exact fr,~d!,.scatterln~ as a func-
curves) for threa values 01 z as a functfon tlun of ka for J O.,-.0.S and 1 Plur thu
of ka. From top t.obottom lhc valu~s of z
●r~ 1, 0.5, and 0.2

scattering at z 0.1 lhc values of z
docrcasos from tlu L i,ottom,
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near 1, it probably converges very slowly. Figure
2 also suggests that an understanding of the con-
vergence of the Born series would possibly help in
understanding the comparisons in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2, the exact results for z = 0.2, 0.5 and
1 are plotted along with the exact results for
z tO.02. Forz= .2 and .5, from which 0.02 is
a relatively large change, tilescattering curves
appear simply shifted; however, at z = 1, from
which 0.02 is a relatively small change, ;adical
changes occur.

Singularity Structure - As a function of z, the
Born series conv@rges inside a circle whose radius
extends from . = O to the closest singularity of
the scattered amplitude in the complex z-plane.
For the Born series of an actual defect to con-
verge, this radius must tielarger than or at least
equal to one. Thus, a study of the col;tergence
properties of the Born serfes naturally leads to
an investigationof the ‘“agularit~ structure of
bilescattered amplitude.

This structure is easily found from the exact
scatterirq. The exact scattering is given in terms
of partial wave amplitudes where each par~ial wave
amplitude is determined from the solution of a
linear system of equations that has the following
‘ormlb

Complex z-plane

*-

n-

N-

●

Here, the W(m) X(m), Y(m), and Z(m) are 2X2 ma-
trices witiiX(mJ and ~(m) depen~ent ona and @
(the longitudinal and transverse wave-fiumbersof
the host material), and~(m) and~(m) dependent
on a(z) and B(z) A(m) and B(m) are 1x2 matrices
representing the pa?tial wav~ coefficients of the
scattered and internal waves; a(m) and b(m) are
1x2 matrices representing the ~art~al wave coeffi-
cients of the incident field. The singularities
associated with each partial wave are the values
of z that make the determinant, O(z), of this sys-
tem uf equations eoual to zero. In general, this
determinant is a Iiighlynonlinear function of z;
however, when A’ = p’ = p’ = O, one finds that
u = u(z) and P = B(z). Consequently, the dete~-
minant reduces to z quadratic equation

f-l(z)= (1-Z)2A + (;-Z)e+ E

where

A=
~=
e=

det X(m) det W(m)
det~(m) det ~lm)
0(0) - A- E

Complex z–plane

n~ularit;~structure for ke = 2.

●

7

●

●

■ ☛

❑

ij-

4
●

.
■

❑
-y ,

“m R~al

■
❑w ●

Figm 4 The singularity structure for ha = 8.



This form means that each partial wave contributes
only two simple poles to the singularity structure
In principle, since there are an infinite number
of partial waves, the singularity structure has an
infinite number of simple poles. In practice, onl:.
3 finite number (m ~ 2ka) of partial waves contri-
bute significantly to the scattering, and poles
from the partial waves with m > 2ka are found to
tend to fixed points outside the unit circle.

The singularities for b = 2 and 8 are plott,:
in Figs. 3 and 4.

Only the right-half, ccmplex z-plane is shown si” :e
the exceptional singularity found in the left-hi o
plane was always far from the origin and the re.
axis. In Fig. 3 the radius of convergence is
sllghtly less than i. At ka = 1 the radius wa’
slightly greater than 1. Presumably, the cros~ ver
frcm a converg~nt to divergent series occurs al
kaz 1.8, that !s, where the Pad6 approximant l,9ins
to disagree with the exact result. Figure 4 ii
typical of the results for ka ~ 3, The radius f
convergence is around 0.7. From these figure~, onfi
sees that the divergence of the Born series il -.lves
more than one critical singularity, Generall.
there are several singularities inside the un
circle, several just outside, ard many relati. lY
close to the positive real axis.

The N-Point Padd Aperoxfmant - By examining 1“ slrI-
aularltY structure. w~found that in f,le’-al
~he Bor; s@ries converges in a region of tfie‘Imu-.I?x
z-plane that does not include the value of : ?
need. To get the scattering at this value I- wires
an analvtic continuation of the Born series Pafw

xl~ants are a standard method for such ~n-

.0

n a 40 0.0 e.b

5 The N-point Pad4%$proxinunt [i~p{.ed to
the exact fo?ward scattering ‘or tl:”eeialues
of z as a function of kal Fran tol to oottm
the value$ of z are 1, 0.i3and 0.6 Twenty
points unlfmnly spread over the illtcr~al
{0, 0.5] were used.

D

:nuation, especially when simple poles are present.
“ecause of the large number of simple poles in the
present case, we would need a high order approxiIcant
to be able to incorporate all the relevant poles.
10 do this would require finding a large number Of
terms in the Born series. Unfortunately, this is
impractical.

We were able to perfomn the analytic continua-
tion by using another type of Pad6 approxima~t
called the N-point Pad4 approx!mant.l” The lL/M]
approximant is still defined as the ratio of a
polynomial of degree L and a Polynomial of degree
M, but now the coefficients in these polynomial
are fixed by requiring

FIL/H](zf) = F(zi) , i = 1,2, .... L+M+l=N

where the z. are a set of N points in the analytic
domainof F~z). If a sequence of approximants con-
vtrge, then the correct answer is found. We inves-
tigated the “stair-case” sequence, which co~tains

[0/11, 11/11, 11/2], etc.

lhis sequence was generated by the Thiele Recipro-
cal Differelicef4cthod.lo

We started Lur investigation by generating
the approximants for 2C points spread uniformly
over interval IO, 0.51. In Fig. 5we show a com-
parison of the approximation with the exact scatter-
ing at z =0.6, O.Rand 1. Thus, we have extended
the agreement from 1.8 to nearly 4.

By keeping the same density of points, we Wve
eventually able to extend the agreement to ka = 10
by using the interval 10, 0.9]. Therefore, the
N“point Padd approximant works; however, in this
Drob;em, to work it needs ValueS cf the scatterin9
quite ciose to the point at which it Is trying to-
predict the scattering. This difficulty arises

ao ao 4a 69 00
ka

F{u. 6 The N-pofnt Padd approhimant Compared
to tileexact forward scattering fcr three
values of z as a function of ka, From top

to bottom the values of z arc ‘1, ‘0,8 and
-0.6, Twenty points unlform;y spreod ove~
the interval !-0.5, 01 wero USIM

o

-“.



because of the clustering of singularities around
Z=l. If one were to malytically continu~ towards
z = -1, the situation would be quite different
because of the absence of singularities around
z = .1. We illustrate this pcint in Fig. 6 where
we show comparisons for z = -0.6, -0.8 and -1 for
20 points selected uniformly from the interval
[-0.5, o]. The agreement is oicellent.

The investigation.‘.=report are only relevant
to spherical voids. We were not surprised that
its Born series aiverged because the void does
represent a strong perturbation of the host mate-
rial. We were surprised that the scattering ampli-
tudes have such a rich singularity structure so
that the analytic continuation pracess requires
considerable work. Preliminary work on other
naturally occurring defects (liC,Fe, etc.) in
Si N4 suggest similar difficulties My exist.
Th?s work will be reported elsewhere.
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